
UKAPU Recruiting Policy 
Draft 1.3 Dated 16/10/11 
 
Definition of terms 
 
Ad-hoc recruiting  Signing up small numbers of members when it has not been 

prearranged. 
 
Recruiting event the opposite of ad-hoc recruiting, i.e. pre-planned and arranged 

recruiting usually at a skirmish event 
 
1.  Regulations 
 
Recruiters must be full UKAPU members (as such recruiters must be over 18) 
 
General members may not perform ad-hoc recruiting but officers and co-opted managers may 
recruit on an ad-hoc basis 
 
You can only verify the skirmisher status of an applicant whom you have seen participating in 
an airsoft skirmish organised by a site with public liability insurance. 
 
2.  Pre Event Admin 
 
Before conducting recruiting you must obtain permission from the UKAPU events manager. 
The events manager will make decisions about the national recruiting coverage and check 
that the site has not already had a UKAPU presence. The events manager will then advertise 
your event on the website 
Contact: events@ukapu.org.uk 
 
Before conducting a recruiting event at a site you must have the express permission of the 
site or event owner. Taking money at someone’s site without their permission is not 
acceptable behaviour. 
 
3. The Event 
 
You must take application forms, a sign up record sheet and probably some flyers. 
 
The signups sheet must be fully completed and signed. 
 
The skirmish site manager (not marshals or other staff, but the person running the site on the 
day) must be asked to sign underneath the final entry on the member signup record. This is to 
close the form and verify that the form was completed at a skirmish. 
 
4. Post event administration 
 
Recruiters, if unable to hand the cash to the treasurer directly, must deposit the collected 
money into their own bank account and then preferably forward the money via BACS transfer 
to the association account (email treasurer@ukapu.org.uk for the account details). 
Alternatively they may post a cheque with the completed forms. 
 
Completed forms should be posted to the registrar as quickly as possible to reduce the 
waiting time for the applicants. 
 
The return address for the completed forms is: 
Shop Vach Farm 
Lower Maescoed 
Hereford 
HR2 OHP  
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Be sure to take some photographs at the event and send a brief report to the press officer 
(press@ukapu.org.uk) so that we can talk about your event on the website news section. This 
will let people know that UKAPU are proactive and strive to maintain a physical presence. 
 
3. Tips 
 
The easiest way to get patches to members is to sell them at the event and for the registrar to 
then post them out with the welcome pack. It will be useful to wear your own patch as an 
example. 
 
Wearing of association t-shirts and patches whilst recruiting is strongly encouraged. 
 
It may be prudent to set up a table (for example a wallpaper pasting table) possibly with a 
poncho or camouflage material over it like a tablecloth. Alternatively you could have a small 
signup area on the same table as you are keeping your kit if you are also skirmishing. 
 
Items which you could print to display (in addition to the mandatory application forms and sign 
up record) are; 
 

 An A4 desk placard or banner image for the table front, or your kit area 

 The latest newsletter 

 Copy of the constitution 
 
All of the above can be found on the resources page of the website. We appreciate that it will 
cost you a little money to print the items yourself, however it is far easier and more 
economical for the association if we don’t have to print then and send them to you. 
 
We would highly recommend asking the site owner if you can give a quick talk on UKAPU to 
the players before the game safety brief (but try not to delay the players from their game too 
much!). 
 
Rather than bluffing if you can’t answer any questions just refer the person to the association 
web forum or a committee email address. 
 
We find that you can usually recruit 5-10 people at an event. Spreading awareness and giving 
UKAPU a public face is very nearly as important as gaining those members. You will find that 
some people who take away flyers sign up online when they get home too. 
 
It may be time effective to combine recruiting with skirmishing yourself (or marshalling). 
However, if you are too skint, injured, knackered or bored to play we’ve found it to be a nice 
morning out to head down to a site, chat to players and staff and do some recruiting. 
 
Finally thank you for recruiting for UKAPU, it is the main way that we gain members and the 
importance of you doing this for the association cannot be underestimated. Every member 
counts. Good hunting! 
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